
diagnosisoflesions is changedfrom malignantto benign.Similar
results are now being shown for other cancers. The main
differencebetweenCT,sonography,MRI, and PETor SPECTis
not technologicbut, rather,a difference between detecting and
characterizinga diseaseby its anatomicfeatures as opposedto
its biology. The importance and success of developing new
molecularimagingprobesis increasingas PETbecomesintegral
to the studyofthe integrativemammalianbiologyof diseaseand
as molecular therapies targeting the biological processes of
diseaseare developed.
KeyWords:PET;molecularimaging;cancer;neurologicaldis
ease;cardiovasculardisease;imaginggeneexpression
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hen Watson and Crick elucidated the double-helical
structure of DNA in 1958, they made the greatest discovery

of this century in the biological sciences. This discovery
initiated a time in biology in which biological and physical
scientists would strive to unravel the genetic code and its
regulated expression, which determines the genotypic basis
for the phenotypes of all the cells within the organism.
Today, intense exploration is taking place in the biological
sciences to determine the pauems of gene expression that
encode for normal biological processes, such as replication,
migration, signal transduction of cell communication, and
the many other functions that cells perform. In addition,
belief is growing that most diseases result from altered
patterns of gene expression that transition cells to the
phenotypes of disease. These alterations in gene expression
can result from interactions with the environment, hereditary
defects, developmental errors, and aging. As a result,
biology is coming together with medicine to design ways to
identify these fundamental molecular errors of disease and
develop molecular corrections for them. The general name
given to this emerging field is molecular medicine.

As biology and medicine come together, it is important
that imaging also merge with biology to form the technolo
gies referred to as biological or molecular imaging. This
merging is occurring at all levels, from imaging of mol
ecules themselves to imaging of viruses, bacteria, cells,
organ systems, and whole organisms. The organisms range
from the most simple systems to humans, but in each case,

PET and SPECT are molecular imaging techniques that use
radiolabeledmoleculesto imagemolecularinteractionsof biologi
cal processes in vivo. PET imaging technologies have been
developedto providea pathwayto thepatientfromtheexperimen
tal paradigms of biological and pharmaceutical sciences in
geneticallyengineeredand tissuetransplantedmousemodelsof
disease. PET providesa novel way for moleculartherapiesand
molecular diagnostics to come together in the discovery of
moleculesthat can be used in low mass amountsto image the
functionof a target and, by elevatingthe mass,to pharmacologi
cally modify the function of the target. In both cases, the
moleculesare the same or analogs of each other. PET can be
used to titrate drugs to their sites of actionwithin organ systems
in vivo and to assay biological outcomes of the processes being
modified in the mouse and the patient.The goal is to provide a
novel way to improve the rates of discovery and approval of
radiophamiaceuticalsand pharmaceuticals.Extendingthis rela
tionship into clinical practicecan improvedrug use by providing
molecular diagnostics in concert with molecular therapeutics.
Diseasesare biologicalprocesses,and molecular imagingwith
PET is sensitive and informative to these processes. This
sensitivity is exemplified by the detection of disease with PET
without evidence of anatomic changes on CT and MRI. These
biologicalchangesare seen early in the courseof disease,even
inasymptomaticstages,as illustratedbythe metabolicabnormali
ties detected with PET and FOG in Huntington's and familial
Alzheimer's diseases 7 and 5 y, respectively,before symptoms
appear.Differentiationofviable fromnonviabletissueisfundamen
tally a metabolic question, as shown by the use of PET to
differentiatepatientswithcoronaryarterydiseasewhowill benefit
from revascularizationfrom those who will not. Although begin
ning within a specific organ, cancer is a systemic disease the
most devastatingconsequencesof which result from metasta
ses. Whole-body PET imaging with FDG enables inspectionof
glucosemetabolismin all organsystemsin a singleexamination
to improvethe detectionandstagingof cancer,selectionof
therapy, and assessmentof therapeutic response. In lung and
colorectal cancers, melanoma, and lymphoma, PET FDG im
proves the accuracy of detection and staging from 8% to 43%
over conventionalwork-upsand results in treatmentchanges in
20%â€”40%of thepatients,dependingontheclinicalquestion.
Approximately65%areupstagedbecauseunsuspectedmetasta
ses are detected,and 35%are downstagedbecausea structural
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imaging is becoming a fundamental technology of integra
tive biology. The objective of integrative biology is to
determine the mechanisms of organized system function.
This system may be a protein molecule with many effector
sites through which its functions can be altered by interac
tion with other molecules. The system may also be an organ
such as the liver or brain, in which a collection of cells
functions as an integrated system based on the molecular
mechanisms of intra- and intercellular signal transduction.
The role of molecular imaging is to provide technologies
that can reveal whole systems and also use molecular probes
or interactions to examine the molecular mechanisms of
integrated systems. Many imaging technologies have been
and are being developed to achieve these goals, such as
x-ray diffraction, electron microscopy, optic imaging, autora
diography, MRI, MR spectroscopy, PET, and SPECT. Each
has unique applications, advantages, and limitations.

This article focuses on PET, but many of the issues also
apply to SPECT. In addition, the article focuses on integra
tive mammalian biology ranging from the mouse to the
human, as well as the transformation of in vitro molecular
assays to in vivo imaging. For the purposes of the article, the
following provides a conceptual framework:

0 All organ functions and diseases have a molecular or

biological basis.
. PET and SPECT are molecular imaging technologies.

. Molecular imaging probes are being developed so that

PET and SPECT can image and measure the most

fundamental biological processesâ€”ranging from tran
scnption and translation of DNA to signal transduction
of cell communicationâ€”and the synthesis and metabo
lism of substrates that perform cellular functions.

. The most fundamental way to treat a disease is to

conect the original molecular errors of the disease.
. An experimental setting is being developed in which

study methods, animal models, and scientific questions
are of equal interest to both biologists and imaging
scientists. This setting is being achieved by translating
experimental biology assays into imaging assays and by
developing imaging systems that can examine rodents,
which are the focus of mammalian biology today.

. Knowledge gained from molecular imaging assays of

animal models is being transferred to molecular imag
ing examinations of patients.

. Molecular diagnostic imaging will benefit from being

developed and aligned with the molecular therapeutics
of molecular medicine.

This article discusses ways to approach these issues but is
not intended to examine them comprehensively.

PRINCIPLESOF PET

PET is an analytical nuclear medicine imaging technology
that uses positron-labeled molecules in very low mass
amounts to image and measure the function of biological
processes with minimal disturbance (Fig. 1) (1â€”5).Measur

FIGURE1. PrinciplesofPET.Biologicallyactivemoleculeislabeledwithpositron-emittingradioisotope.ExampleshownisofFDG,
which is injected intravenously,distributesthrough body by way of bloodstream,and enters organs, where it traces transport and
phosphorylationof glucose. Two 511-keV photons produced from positron annihilationare detected when these 2 photons strike
opposing detectors, providing unique form of electronic collimation. One line of coincidence detection is shown, but in actual
tomographapproximately2â€”10 milliondetectorpaircombinations,or more,can recordeventssimultaneously.Detectorsarearranged
either in dual-headconfigurationshownor aroundentirecircumference.Modemdual-headand circumferentialPETscannerscollect
sufficientdata to form morethan 50 tomographicimageplanessimultaneously.Tomographicimagesare collectedfor selectedorgan
or for entire body. Figure shows single 6-mm-thickcoronal plane in woman with bilateral metastasisto lung (arrow) from previous
ovariancancerthat was surgicallyresected.Blackis highestmetabolicrate in image.
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ing without disturbing the biological process is, of course, a
fundamental and biologicalaily important aspect of the tracer
techniques of both PET and SPECT. The assays for PET are
developed by first identifying the process to be studied and
then synthesizing a positron-labeled molecule through which
the assay can be performed. The principle of the assays and
the molecular probes originates from basic biological and
pharmaceutical science. A biological process is estimated
analytically using a compartmental model that describes the
process and the way the labeled molecules mimic or trace it.
The PET scanner assays the changing tissue concentration of
the labeled molecule and its labeled product over time, or
their accumulated concentration at a given time, which is
determined by the rate of transport and chemical reactions in
which the labeled probe participates. Three things allow one
to estimate the rate of the biological process studied: first, an
input function taken from the plasma to represent the
delivery of the labeled probe; second, the PET measure of
the tissue concentration of the labeled probe and its labeled
reaction products in organs; and third, a compartmental
model. Often, the assay models are used to produce suffi
cient knowledge to allow a simpler, qualitative approach to
meet the needs of a clinical service.

Because PET and SPECT scanners cannot directly ana
lyze chemical reaction products in tissue, labeled molecules
that mimic a few (1â€”4)steps of a biological process have to
be used so that kinetic analysis can estimate the concentra
tion of reactants and products and the rates of reactions.
Many such molecules have been and continue to be devel
oped in biochemistry, pharmacology, and the pharmaceuti
cal industry. Biochemists develop these molecules because
of a need to isolate and accurately determine a limited
number of chemical steps in a biochemical pathway. Drugs
are designed to have limited interactions, because the goal is
to modify the function of key steps in a biological process
with minimal involvement of other processes.

The molecular imaging of FDG exemplifies isolation and
measurement of facilitated transport and hexokinase
mediated phosphorylation of glucose. Sokoloff et al. (6)
originally developed the method for imaging glycolysis with
2-deoxy-D-glucose (2DG) for autoradiography, but Wood
ward and Hudson (7) originally investigated the use of 2DG
as a drug to block the accelerated rates of glycolysis in
neoplasms by building mass amounts of 2DG-6-PO4, which
inhibits phosphorylation of glucose (6, 7). Although effective
at blocking glycolysis of neoplasms, 2DG in pharmacologic
doses was unsuccessful as a drug, because it blocked glucose

metabolism in the brain, an organ that cannot switch to
alternative substrates, at least in adults. FDG was first
synthesized by Ido et al. (8), and a compartmental model
was developed for quantitative PET studies (9â€”11).FDG has
become the most commonly used molecular imaging probe
for PET studies of cancer and for the study of normal
functions and diseases of the brain and heart. Clinical studies
with FDG are qualitative and based on quantitative findings.
Thus, the successful imaging probe of2DG for autoradiogra

phy and PET originated from chemical, biochemical, and
pharmaceutical investigations.

PET IMAGINGIS SENSITIVETO BIOLOGICAL
DISEASEPROCESSES

Because disease is a biological process, molecular imag
ing should provide a sensitive way to identify and character
ize the nature of disease early. A requirement, of course, is
use of the labeled molecule specific to the disease of interest.

In the brain, glucose metabolism provides approximately
95% of the adenosme triphosphate (AlP) required for brain
function (12). FDG is a good probe for general molecular
imaging to assess the AlP-dependent function of the brain.
The following examples are illustrative.

Dementia
Early clinical diagnosis of the organic dementias remains

difficult, as does differentiating specific dementias from each
other and from benign reductions in short-term memory and
cognitive function in the elderly. More than 4 million
Americans now have Alzheimer's disease, with health care
expenditures estimated at $50â€”$70billion per year (13,14).
As the baby boomers age, the number of individuals
developing Alzheimer's disease will rise sharply, as will the
attending costs. Although the molecular errors that cause
Alzheimer's disease remain unknown, effective treatments
such as the cholinesterase inhibitors, which act as support
therapies much like L-dopa for Parkinson's disease, have
now been developed. These therapies are most effective
when applied early in the disease course, the time at which
clinical diagnosis is most difficult. It is estimated that if
treatments could reduce the behavioral deficits of Alzhei
mer's disease, such that patients could lead productive lives
and stay out of nursing homes for 5 y, expenditures
associated with Alzheimer's would be cut in half.

PET provides an early (Fig. 2), differential (Fig. 3)
diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. These findings have been
extensively reviewed in recent years (15â€”18).In longitudi
nal studies (19), PET detected Alzheimer's disease with an
accuracy greater than 90% 2.5 y earlier than clinical
diagnostic methods using sophisticated university-based
evaluations involving blood tests, repetitious neuropsycho
logic, electroencephalographic, and structural imaging stud
ies. Because many of these comprehensive examinations are
usually not performed by general physicians, who see most
dementia patients early in the course of their disease, access
to an accurate diagnosis through PET is even more benefi
cial.

PET is also important in the development and assessment
of therapies for dementia. One aspect of the contribution of
PET is accurate diagnosis at early, more treatable stages of
disease, differentiation of Alzheimer's disease from other
dementias and normal aging, biological staging as the
disease progresses, and biological response to therapy. In
addition, the drug itself can be labeled and titrated with PET
to the site of action in the brain to determine the degree of
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FIGURE2. PETstudyof glucosemetabolisminAlzheimer'sdisease.Imageswereobtainedearly,at stageof questionable
Alzheimer's disease, and illustratecharactensticmetabolicdeficits in panetal (arrows)and temporal cortices.Over time, metabolic
deficit spreads throughout cortex (arrows), sparing subcortical structures and pnmary sensory areas such as visual and motor
cortices.At latestageof disease,metabolicfunctionof brain is similarto that of newbornshownatfar rightand correspondsto similar
behavior and functional capacity. MRI study of patient with early stage of disease showed normalfindings. Patient with late stage had
some nonspecificatrophy.

FIGURE3. PETstudyofglucosemetabo
lism for differentialdiagnosisof dementias.
Characteristic metabolic deficit in parietal
cortex (arrows) in Alzheimer's disease is
shown in comparisonwith frontal metabolic
deficit (arrows) in Pick's disease, subcorti
cal metabolic deficits of caudate and puta
men (rectangle) in Huntington's disease,
and distribution of metabolic deficits (ar
rows) in multiple-infarctdementia (MID).All
patients had normal MRI or CT findings,
with exceptionof MID.Althoughpatientwith
MID was properly diagnosed by MRI, at
autopsy about half of MID patients are
found to have Alzheimer's disease with
incidentalinfarctsandto havebeenmisdiag
nosedby structuralimaging.
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occupancy on the target required for effectiveness. This
consideration is particularly important, because the adminis
tered drug dose and plasma concentration often poorly
predict the dose at the site of action within the target tissue.
These predictors are inaccurate because of variations caused
by systemic factors that alter the amount of intact drug
reaching the target and the amount in the tissue that actually
interacts with the target molecules.

Detectionof Silent,AsymptomaticDisease
Many diseases exist in the body in a silent, asymptomatic

phase for a considerable time. Biochemical and transport
reserves, as well as redundancies and compensatory re
sponses within the biological processes of organ systems,
can prevent the errors of disease from altering the function
of an organ system, up to a certain limit. For example,
clinical symptoms of Parkinson's disease are not manifested
until the substantia mgra loses about 70% of its dopamine
neurons. Numerous cancers have been projected to exist
years before symptoms result. Although symptoms are not
expressed, biological alterations of disease are present and
can be detected with molecular imaging probes.

The PET studies of 2 hereditary diseases, Huntington's
disease and familial Alzheimer's disease, illustrate the
detection of silent, asymptomatic disease. Studying asymp
tomatic children of patients with Huntington's disease,
Mazziotta et al. (20) identified metabolic deficits in the
caudate and putamen in the fraction of patients in whom
mendelian genetics predict the disease. Additionally, all
patients who became symptomatic had shown preceding

metabolic abnormalities on PET. The longitudinal nature of
these studies showed that metabolic abnormalities were
detectable approximately 7 y before clinical symptoms
appeared.

Small et al. (21) and Reiman et al. (22) compared
metabolic findings with PET to the APOE-4 risk factor for
Alzheimer's disease in asymptomatic individuals in families
with familial Alzheimer's disease. These investigators found
that metabolic deficits in the parietal cortex correlated highly
with the presence of APOE-4. Estimates from the study of
Small et al. indicate that these deficits were identified with
PET approximately 5 y before symptoms were expressed.

MetabolIcVIabIlItyof CardiacTIssue
Distinguishing irreversibly damaged tissue from viable

tissue is a biological issue. Patients with coronary artery
disease have benefited from a variety of treatments, includ
ing coronary artery bypass surgery, angioplasty, thromboly
sis, heart transplantation, and lifestyle and diet modification.
Accurate detection of coronary artery disease and character
ization of tissue viability allow effective use of therapies.
Schelbert (23) developed a PET method for determining the
viability and, therefore, reversibility of the effects of coro
nary artery disease by identifying patients who retained
glucose metabolism in the affected myocardial areas (Fig.
4).Althoughuseddirectlyinpatients,thismethodwasbased
on the biochemical principle that glucose is a protective
substrate for generating AlP in oxygen-limited states to
maintain the viability of tissue despite limitation or loss of
local cardiac work (24).

SUperior

Mid

32% 34% 61%
Akinesis Akinesis Normal

FIGURE4. PETstudyofmyocardialmetabolicrateforglucose(MMRGIc),determinedwithFDG,andmyocardialbloodflow(MBF),
determinedwith 13N-NH3,in patientwith coronaryartery disease. Preangioplastystudy shows bloodflow deficit (arrows)caused by
occlusionofleft anteriordescendingcoronaryartery.This segmentoftissue, however,retainsglucosemetabolism,indicatingviability
and reversibility.Patient has low ejection fraction (E.F.)and akinesis of anterior wall. After angioplasty,myocardialblood flow and
glucosemetabolismsignificantlyimproveby 3 d, yet low E.F.and wall motionabnormalitiesremain.By 7 wk, myocardialbloodflow,
glucosemetabolism,E.F.,andwall motionhave returnedto normallevels.
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Cancer
Cancer biologists have known for decades that neoplastic

degeneration is associated with increases in glycolysis
because of a progressive loss of the tricarboxylic cycle
(TCA) (25). Also known is that glucose is used to provide
the carbon backbone to meet the high cell replication rates of
tumors through activation of the hexose monophosphate
shunt (25). This knowledge led to the development of 2DG
as a potential drug for cancer. A complete loss of the TCA
cycle can amplify glucose consumption 19-fold per ATP@
because only 2 AlPs are generated when a molecule of
glucose is metabolized to lactate, whereas 38 AlPs are
generated when a molecule ofglucose is completely metabo
lized to CO2 and H2O in the TCA cycle (26). Glucose
consumption is further amplified by the activation of the
hexose monophosphate shunt. These two factors increase
glucose consumption as neoplastic degeneration progresses.
These high levels of signal in FDG imaging delineate
neoplasms from surrounding tissue and detect small lesions.
These properties appear to be common for malignancies
(Fig. 5).

Cancer is a systemic disease. Although cancer begins
within an organ system, the critical feature in treatment and
prognosis is metastasis. PET whole-body imaging is an
accurate procedure for examining all organ systems for
primary and metastatic disease in a single study (27).
Because whole-body FDG PET detects abnormal tumor
metabolism before anatomic change appears and allows
differentiation ofmalignant from benign anatomic abnormali
ties, 3 benefits are evident:

. Accurate diagnosis of primary and recurrent tumor.

Early diagnosis avoids repeated, unsuccessful imaging
by less sensitive anatomic techniques and increases the

likelihood of tumor eradication before further spread.
Greater specificity avoids an erroneous diagnosis of
tumor based on benign anatomic changesâ€”particularly
important for recurrent tumors, in which new growth
must be differentiated from residual edema, necrosis,
and scar tissue after previous treatment.

. Accurate determination of tumor extent after diagnosis.

Accuracy in staging permits selection of the most
appropriate treatment. Identification of metastases that
are not seen with conventional imaging (upstaging)
avoids the high morbidity and cost of treatments that
cannot benefit the patient and permits more effective
choices. Likewise, metabolic reclassification of malig
nant lesions to benign (downstaging) allows patients
with false-positive anatomic findings but limited dis
ease to receive potentially curative treatment.

. Prediction and assessment of treatment response. The

delay between a metabolic response to therapy and
evidence of anatomic changes on conventional imaging
may result in multiple cycles ofineffective, morbid, and
costly treatment. Similarly, after a therapeutic response
is evident, anatomic imaging findings may not clearly
indicate when viable tumor has been eradicated and
treatment may be ceased, because tumor, edema, and
necrosis are not differentiated. In both instances, PET
shows a metabolic response in the tumor, permitting
timely selection of the best type, dosage, and duration
of treatment.

In lung and colorectal cancer, melanoma, and lymphoma,
PET has been shown to improve detection and staging by
8%â€”43%compared with conventional work-ups in head-on
comparisons and to change the treatment in 20%â€”40%of
patients (28-40). About two-thirds of the treatment changes

.@-
FIGURE5. Whole-bodyPET imagesof
glucose metabolism show that increased
glycolysis is common in various types of
cancer.Arrowspoint to some lesions.
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have been caused by upstaging of disease, whereas one-third
have been caused by downstaging. Models have also been
developed (41,42) as a framework for examining ways to
insert PET into the decision-making process and to examine
how costs are reduced and care is improved. Because PET
alters treatment strategies, such models can assess the
benefits and costs as long as good clinical judgment is
incorporated in the models and the scientific, medical, and
practical factors that affect medical practices are taken into
account. For example, these types of analyses often compare
PET with a single CT, MM, or other diagnostic procedure,
when in reality, multiple examinations are being performed
over time.

Numerous cancer patients today have metastases at the
time of initial diagnosis, including many diagnosed with
only primary cancer. Detection of disease at late stages,
when metastases are present, leads to complicated therapies,
limited prognoses, and increased medical care costs. If PET
or any other diagnostic test could identify cancer before the
gene expression for malignant migration occurs, more
patients would be shifted from the group with metastases to
the group with only primary cancer. Improved patient
outcomes would result, because many primary cancers are
curable today, whereas patients with metastases have a poor
prognosis. In this way, a diagnostic test could have a
profound effect on current treatments.

The rapid growth in cancer biology, genetics, and pharma
cology is increasing understanding about the mechanisms of
neoplastic degeneration. This understanding will result in
treatments directed at molecular characteristics, which are
the most critical in therapeutic effectiveness. These ad
vances will also produce opportunities to develop new
molecular imaging probes with PET to help improve the
diagnosis of cancer, its treatment outcomes, and the overall
management of cancer patients. An important goal is to
develop probes that identify early transforming cells before
gene expression for migration is initiated.

CREATINGA NEW EXPERIMENTALPARADIGM

Biologists, most of whom are not used to working in
patient settings, are finding that biology and imaging are
merging into laboratory settings in which experimental
objectives familiar to them can be pursued. Rodents are the
established model for studying modern mammalian biology.
Genes are being â€œknockedinâ€•and â€œknockedout,â€•and
diseased human cells and trophic factors are being trans
ferred to rodents, to study the genotypic basis of normal
biological processes and those of disease processes to
develop new therapies, including gene therapies. Approxi
mately 2 million genetically engineered mice were produced
in the United States in 1999, and this number is expected to
triple in the next 3 y from both nonprofit and commercial
sources. These activities will continually be refining this
approach to modeling human disease.

Biologists are building a line of investigation from
genomes, gene expression, protein structures and function,

cell and tissue cultures, and simple animal systems to in
vitro and in vivo rodent studies. Technology is needed that
will allow use of the same types of biological assays in vivo
as in vitro. To meet this requirement, imaging scientists are
developing in vivo assays that are commonly used by
biologists. An example is an assay for imaging and measur
ing the transcription and translation of gene expression from
endogenous and transplanted genes; the transport, metabo
lism, and synthesis of substrates; and ligandâ€”receptor inter
actions of cell communication within organ systems. In
biology, knowledge grows faster when studies of molecular
systems, cell and tissue cultures, and simple animal systems
are linked with rodent studies. Molecular imaging is the link
between these experimental paradigms and in vivo studies,
because the two have molecular assays and biological
problems in common.

MICROPET
The design and construction of PET imaging systems for

mice and rats are focused on creating an imaging technology
for this new experimental paradigm of in vivo integrative,
mammalian biology. This exercise is challenging, consider
ing the 2000-fold reduction in size from humans to mice.
The goal is to provide a similar in vivo imaging capability in
mice, rats, monkeys, and humans so one can transfer
knowledge and molecular measurements between species
and bring the in-depth understanding gained in genetically
engineered mouse models of human disease to the ultimate
laboratory setting of the patient.

MicroPET (Concorde Microsystems, Knoxville, TN) tech
nology will be used to illustrate the development of small
animal imaging with PET. The microPET I scanner, devel
o_ by Cherry et al. (43) and Chatziioannou et al. (44), uses
a new detector material, lutetium orthosilicate, that has
about the same intrinsic efficiency as the commonly used
bismuth germanate for detecting the 5ll-keV photons from
positron decay. In addition, lutetium orthosilicate produces
about 4â€”5times more light and a scintillation decay time that
is 8 times faster than bismuth germanate (45). Thus, the
counting rate capability is increased and random coincident
rate is reduced without compromising efficiency. The intrin
sic spatial resolution of the microPET I is 1.6 mm full width
at half maximum. This device has an image resolution of 1.8
mm (44). The use of algebraic reconstruction algorithms that
incorporate the detector response function into the reconstruc
tion process improves the resolution to approximately 1.5
mm (46). Because the axial field of view of the scanner is 18
mm, whole-body studies in mice and rats are performed by
computer-controlled movement of the bed through the
scanner gantry, as is done with patients in clinical PET
scanners.

Figure 6 compares the quality of images obtained with a
clinical PET scanner in patients and a microPET scanner in
mice, rats, and monkeys. The images are of local organs and
the whole body. Cherry et al. (47) designed and are building
a microPET II scanner to improve resolution and efficiency
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FIGURE6. HumanandmicroPETI scannersandtheircorrespondingimagequalityinbrainandwholebody.Whole-bodyFDG
imageof humanis 6-mm-thickcoronalsectionwith metastasesto lung (arrow)from surgicallyresectedovariancancer.Humanbrain
images are of healthy volunteer, with top row showing coronal sections, middle row showing sagittal sections, and bottom row showing
transversesections.(A)Twocoronal sectionsof 25-g mouseusing 18F-fluorideion to imageskeletalsystem.Coronalsectionsare 2
mm thick, and mouseis prostatecancermodelwith metastasesto bone (arrowheads).(B) Crosssectionsthroughchest of 250-g rat
show,attop, glucosemetabolismin left and rightventricleof heartand,at bottom,coronalsectionsof glucosemetabolismin ratbrain,
indicating that cortex is well separated from stnatum. (C) Images of mouse brain with 11C-IabeledWIN 35,428, which binds to
dopamine reuptaketransportersites and shows clear separationof left and right striatum, which weigh about 15 mg. (D) Coronal
whole-body FDG images of glucose metabolism in healthy rat. (E) FDG images of brain of 2-mo-old vervet monkey show good
delineationof corticaland subcorticalstructures.Widthof brain is <2 cm. Corticalconvolutionsare not seen becauseyoung monkey
brainshavefew.

and increase the axial field of view, as shown in Table 1. To
achieve a volumetric spatial resolution of approximately 1
j.iL, the system uses lutetium orthosilicate detector elements
that are 1 mm high and wide. This system will also use an
iterative reconstruction algorithm that incorporates the detec
tor response function, positron range, and angulation error in
the 180Â°emission of photons in positron annihilation to
reduce the resolution loss from these factors.

CORRESPONDINGSTUDYPARADIGMS
IN HUMANSANDANIMALS

The following studies illustrate use of similar types
of study paradigms in humans, monkeys, rats, and mice.

Mappingof StimulationResponsesInthe Brain
In vivo brain-mapping studies with tomographic imaging

began with PET using FDG (48,49) in a way similar to
studies performed with autoradiography using [â€œC]deoxy
glucose (6). This beginning led to the development of the
field of brain mapping with PET using, primarily, â€˜50-labeled
H20 to rapidly measure blood flow (50) and functional MRI
to measure oxyhemoglobin changes that occur from changes
in blood flow and oxygen extraction (51).

Figure 7 illustrates the use of microPET I and FDG to map
the response to stroking a rat's whiskers with a rod. The
images show the metabolic response in the cortical barrels,
which receive somatosensory inputs from the whiskers.
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CharacteristicValueSpatial

resolutionVolume resolutionof 1pLEfficiency8
timesmicroPETIImage

planefieldofview10cmAxial
fieldofview8cmPhysical

dimensionsHeight, 60cm;width,60cm;
thickness, 16 cm

TABLEI
Design Goals of MicroPET II

Welch at Washington University. This work used the @Cu
labeled mimbody with microPET in a mouse with a CEA
zenograph.

Parkinson'sDisease
Parkinson's disease and parkinsonian syndromes are the

largest category of movement disorders. An estimated 1 in
200 people more than 50 y old and 1 in 50 more than 60 y old
have this disease or these syndromes. Animal models for
these disorders often use 1-methyl-4-phenyl-l,2,3,6-tetrahy
dropyndine (MPTP) or 6-hydroxydopamine lesions of the
presynaptic dopaminergic system.

Figure 8 shows multiple imaging studies of a patient with
mild Parkinson's disease. The MRI study shows no struc
tural abnormalities in the caudate and putamen, whereas
mildly increased glucose metabolism is seen in the putamen
because of loss of regulated function in the nigralâ€”striatal
pathway. The changes in metabolism are modest, because
approximately only 20% of the cells in the caudate and
putamen are dopaminergic. More interesting is the severe
loss of presynaptic dopamine synthesis and compensatory
upregulation of the postsynaptic D2 receptors in the puta
men. Parkinson's disease involves the nigralâ€”putaminal
pathway with sparing of the caudate.

An imaging study by Rubins et al. (53), shown in Figure
9, had findings similar to those shown in Figure 8 but used
the rat model with a presynaptic 6-hydroxydopamine lesion
and microPET I. In this case, a unilateral dopamine lesion
was used. In rats, the caudate and putamen are not separate
but compose a single structure, the striatum. Despite weigh
ing only -@-25mg each, the left and right striatum are well
delineated. The presynaptic lesion in the dopamine system
and the early postsynaptic compensatory upregulation are
well visualized.

In the studies shown in Figures 8 and 9, the brain sizes are
approximately 1400 g and 1 g, respectively, yet the integrity
of the experiment was reasonably well maintained using a

Imagesof Minibodies
Labeled antibodies have been used for many years in

nuclear medicine. Although some success has been achieved,
a common problem with antibodies in both therapeutic
applications and diagnostic imaging is theirlarge size, which
limits diffusion through membranes and makes them attrac
tive targets for degradation by the immune system and
enzymes. On the other hand, large reserves of antibodies that
target various proteins and other cellular constituents have
been produced. These antibodies have been developed by
basic biological scientists and are used for in vitro studies
that can avoid the complications imposed by their in vivo
use. To take advantage of the many well-characterized
antibodies, investigators have been developing ways to
produce small-molecule versions of antibodies that retain
their affinity for a target but are less immunogenic, are not
broken down as rapidly by the immune system and enzymes,
and have higher membrane permeability. Compounds of this
class are often called mimics, because they are smaller
versions of the original antibody and can mimic the affinity
of the original antibody for the target. They are produced by
cloning or synthesizing only the active portion of the antibody.
An example of this concept with a genetically engineered
mimbody against carcinoembryomc antigen (CEA) was
developed by Wu et al. (52) as an imaging agent labeled with
the positron emitter @Cu,which was supplied by Michael

Right Whisker Stimulation

FIGURE7. MicroPETstudiesofwhisker
stimulationinrat.Rod was usedtostroke
rat's right whiskers after injection of FDG.
Eachwhiskerprojectsto barrelregions
(Aâ€”E)oncortex,as shownin fluorescent
image in bottom left corner. Coronal (top
right) and transverse (bottom right) images
showglucosemetabolicresponseinbrain
(arrows).
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FIGURE8. MRandPETimagesofearly
Parkinson'sdisease. From left to right, MR
imageshowsnormalfindings;PETimageof
glucose metabolismshows hypermetabolic
abnormality of putamen (arrows), with ap
proximately 10% increase in metabolism
over normal values; [18F]fluoroethylspiper
one imageshowsapproximately15%eleva
tion of D2 postsynaptic receptors in puta
men (arrows); and image of presynaptic
dopaminesynthesiswith [18F]F-dopashows
approximately70% reduction in dopamine
synthesisInputamen(arrows).Black repre
sentshighestvaluesinPETimages.

PET system designed for humans and another PET system
designed for animals.

Figure 10 shows the use of PET to assess a gene therapy
approach for restoring dopamine synthesis (K. Bankiewicz,
wriuen communication, June 1999). The model was a
unilateral MPTP hemiparkinsonism lesion in a monkey. In
this case, an adeno-associated virus containing the aromatic
amino acid decarboxylase gene was stereotactically injected
into striatum lesioned with MYFP to produce the correspond
ing enzyme for synthesizing dopamine from L-dopa. To
determine if the adeno-associated virus had transferred the
decarboxylase gene and if the enzyme had been transcribed
and translated and was active, dopamine synthesis was
imaged with 18F-labeled fluorometatyrosine, which is a
substrate for aromatic amino acid decarboxylase. The study
indicated that the transfer and production of active enzyme
was successful.

IMAGINGGENEEXPRESSIONIN VIVO

The in vivo imaging of gene expression can be directed
either at genes that are externally transferred into cells of

organ systems (transgenes) or at endogenous genes, as
illustrated in Figure 11. Imaging of transgenes monitors the
expression of genes that are transferred into cells to study the
normal regulation of gene expression or to produce a
therapeutic outcome. Imaging of endogenous gene expres
sion provides the means to examine changes in gene
expression during development, aging, and environmental
stimulation, as well as those changes that occur when a
normal phenotype changes to a phenotype of disease or in
response to therapy. Of the 2 approaches to imaging gene
expression, imaging endogenous expression is more impor
tant, because it is directed at the genotypic basis of the
normal phenotypic function of cells and at the alterations of
gene expression that can initiate disease. Imaging endog
enous gene expression is, however, the more difficult
approach.

ImagingEndogenousGeneExpression
Imaging endogenous gene expression can be directed at

either transcription of genes into mRNA or translation of
mRNA into a protein. Here, the focus is on transcription. The

FIGURE9. MicroPETimagesof6-hydroxydo
pamineunilaterallesionin ratmodelof hemipar
kinsonism.(Toprow)Controlimagesof presyn
aptic system using [11C]WIN35,425, which
binds to dopamine transporters, and corre
spendingimagesofpostsynapticD2receptors
using [11C]raclopnde.Left and nght stnatumof
rat are well separated. (Bottom row) Image of
lesion (left). Upregulation of D2 postsynaptic
receptors in lesionedstnatum is seen in post
synaptic image (right).These rat studiescorre
spendwellto patientstudiesshownin Figure8.
White is highest, and yellow, orange, and red
are lower. Courtesy of D. Rubins,W. Melega,
S.Cherry,andG.Lacan.
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FIGURE10. Imagingofgenetherapywith
PET in unilateral MPTP monkey model of
hemiparkinsonism.Dopaminesynthesiswas
imaged with [18F]fluorometatyrosine.(Top)
Normal dopamine synthesis in single cross
section of brain through caudate and puta
men.(Bottomleft)UnilateraldopamineMPTP
induced deficit (arrow) before gene therapy.
(Bottom right) Restoration of dopamine syn
thesis(arrow)afterstereotacticinjectionof
adeno-associatedvirus containing aromatic
amino acid decarboxylasegene to produce
correspondingenzymefor dopaminesynthe
sis. Courtesy of K. Bankiewicz, J. Eberling, J.
Bnngas,P.Pivirotto,J. Harvey-White,J. Cun
ningham,W.Jaqust,and M. Kohutnicka.

Normal

Virus wish
Aromatic Aminoacid
Decarboxylase Gene

Before Gene Therapy After Gene Therapy

DNA coding process for individual genes is elegantly and
systematically defined by the length and ordering of 4
nucleotides: adenine (A), guanine (G), cystine (C), and
thymine (T). In the double helix of DNA, the nucleic acids
on opposite strands are held in precise registration, with A
paired with T and G paired with C. Thus, the 2 strands are
complementary. The single strand of mRNA is encoded
using A, G, and C, with uracil (U) substituting for the
thymine in DNA. The A, G, C, U coding sequence in mRNA
is the target for imaging. A modified radiolabeled antisense
oligodeoxynucleotide (RASON) coded with the comple
ment of the sequence of a single strand of mRNA is the
imaging probe. Applied to PET, this approach converts in
situ hybridization to in vivo hybridization. The principles
and requirements of this imaging approach were recently
reviewed by Gambhir et al. (54). Some of the requirements
will be briefly summarized to give perspective on the

RASON concept. Basic questions include:

. How long a sequence is needed? Mathematical esti

mates show that only 11â€”15bases are required to
uniquely select for all the predicted mRNAs expressed
from the human genome (54). Thus, the RASON can be
a fairly small molecule.

. What is the normal range of mRNA concentrations in

tissues, and what is the required specific activity of the
RASON to image them? Normal mRNA concentrations
typically range from 1 to 1000 pmol/L, although in
disease conditions such as cancer and viral infections,
some mRNAs may be expressed 100â€”10,000 times
higher (54). The lower limit of 1 pmollL will require
specific activities of approximately 3.7 X 10â€•to 3.7 X

10@MBq (10@â€”10â€•mCi)/jimol, which is within the
range of present positron labeling (55).

Transgenes

FIGURE11. Twoapproachestoimaging
gene expression in vivo with PET. At left is
approachthat imagesexpressionof endog
enous genes. In situ hybridizationis trans
lated to in vivo hybridization using 18F-
labeled oligonucleotides that contain
complementarysequenceof mRNAto be
imaged. At right is approach that images
transgenes(transplantedgenes)adminis
tered to subject. PET reportergene (PRG)
and therapy gene with common promoter
are administeredto subjectthroughvehicle
such as virus. Virus transfers PRG and
therapy gene to cells of subject. Labeled
PET reporter probe (PAP) is then intrave
nously injectedto determinewhether gene
expressionis occurringfrom PRG.

PET Reporter Gene!
ReporterProbeIn VIvo Hybridization

Oligonucleotide
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S Will the RASONs cross cell membranes and have

favorable pharmacokinetics? Most oligonucleotides are
polyanionic and do not passively diffuse well across
membranes. However, processes such as receptor
mediated endocytosis, absorptive endocytosis, and fluid
phase pinocytosis move oligonucleotides across cell
membranes, particularly oligonucleotides <30 bases in
length (56,57). Biodistribution studies of unlabeled
phosphorothioate oligodeoxynucleotides have shown
them to be stable in vivo, to clear rapidly from plasma,
and to have a large volume of distribution, indicating
wide access to many tissues in vivo (58). Tavitian et al.
(59) labeled an 18-base phosphorothioate oligodeoxy

nucleotide with â€˜8Fand performed in vivo PET studies
in baboons. This RASON was coded for a murine virus.
The study was designed to evaluate only the pharmaco
kinetics of the RASON, not its hybridization to the
virus mRNA. The investigators found that labeling with

â€˜8Fdid not alter biodistribution from the native oligode
oxynucleotide. As has been found with an unlabeled
oligodeoxynucleotide, this RASON was not signifi
cantly degraded, cleared rapidly from plasma, and was
widely distributed throughout the tissues of the body,
with the exception of the brain (58). The specific
activity of the RASON used in this study was 7.4 X 10@
MBq/j.tmol (59).

. Although a RASON is elegantly coded to specifically

bind to the complement code of the target mRNA, to
what degree will nonspecific binding occur to and
within cells? This critical question remains to be
answered.

. How rapidly will the nonspecifically bound RASON

clear from tissue to produce an acceptable specific-to

nonspecific ratio? This question is another that is
critical and unanswered.

As for all PET assays, the amount of signal produced, the
target-to-background ratio, and the specific activity of the
probe are critical issues. Imaging expression of endogenous
genes can focus on the mRNA or on the protein product of
mRNA translation. As the target, mRNA imposes the
difficulty of having the lowest concentration, because many
proteins are translated from a single mRNA. On the other
hand, mRNA as the target has in its favor the elegance of
generality; imaging of any gene can be approached by the
systematic ordering of a short sequence of only 4 bases in a
RASON. For example, 1 can label a single base with â€˜8F,use
an automated DNA synthesizer to produce the remainder of
the coded sequence, and then connect the â€˜8F-labeledbase to
form the mRNA-specific RASON, as described by Pan et al.
(55). The required specific activities can be achieved, but the

last 2 questions above remain to be answered.
Targeting the protein product has the advantage of

amplifying the target concentration over the concentration of
mRNA. If the protein is a receptor, no further amplification
occurs, because 1 labeled probe binds to 1 receptor mol

ecule. If the protein is an enzyme, more amplification
occurs, because 1 enzyme can produce many labeled
metabolic products of the radiolabeled probe. The disadvan
tage is that a specific labeled ligand or substrate must be
developed for each receptor or enzyme product of endog
enous gene expression, without a systematic way of construct
ing probes, as is the case for RASONs.

ImagingTransgeneExpression
A transgene is a gene transferred into a subject through a

vehicle such as an adenovirus, adeno-associated virus,
retrovirus, or liposome or as naked DNA. The imaging
objective is to trace the location and temporal changes in
expression of the transferred gene. In an example using an
adenovirus as the vehicle; the objective is to track a therapy
gene. The approach involves converting a technique devel
oped in basic biological sciencesâ€”the use of a reporter gene
and reporter probe (60,61)â€”into a technique for PETâ€”the
use of a PET reporter gene (PRG) and PET reporter probe
(PRP) (Fig. 12). The PRO is linked to the therapeutic gene
by a common promoter, such as the cytomegalovirus
promoter. The promoter initiates transcription of the gene.
Thus, when the therapy gene expression is promoted to
transcription of mRNA, the same occurs for the PRG. The
mRNA of the PRG is then translated to a protein, and this
protein is the target of the PRP.

Two PRG and PRP approaches illustrate the concept. In
the first, the protein product of the PRG expression is an
enzyme, the herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSV
1-TK [by convention, tic and TK refer to the thymidine gene
and enzyme, respectively]), and the PRP is 8-['8f9fluorogan
ciclovir (FGCV), an â€˜8F-labeledanalog of ganciclovir,
which is a drug used to treat herpes simplex virus (HSV). In
the second approach, the PRG protein is a receptor, the
dopamine D2 receptor, and the PRP is [â€˜8F]fluoroethylspiper
one (FESP), an â€˜8F-labeledD2 antagonist that was developed
by Satyamurthy et al. (62) for receptor studies in the brain.

In both approaches, the PRO is incorporated into the
genome of an adenovirus, which localizes more than 90% to
the liver after intravenous injection in the tail vein of the
mouse. The PRP is subsequently injected intravenously to
localize and estimate the degree of expression of the PRG.

When HSV-1-tk is used as the PRG, FGCV is injected
intravenously, diffuses into cells, and, if no gene expression
is present, diffuses out and is cleared to the bladder. If
HSV-1-tk gene expression is present, the FGCV is phosphory
lated by the HSV-1-TK enzyme to the monophosphate and,
then, by cellular kinases to the di- and triphosphates. The
phosphorylated FGCV is then trapped in the cell. Thus, the
approach is similar to that used with FDG to estimate
glycolysis. One molecule of HSV-1-TK can phosphorylate

many molecules of FGCV, so that this enzyme-mediated
approach has an amplifying effect. Several different sub
strates for HSV- l-TK have been developed, such as
131I, and â€˜24I-labeled 5-iodo-2'-fluoro-deoxy-1-@3D-arabino

furanosyl-5-iodouracil (63â€”65)and FGCV (54,66â€”68)and
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FIGURE12. PRGâ€”PRPapproachusingeitherenzymeorreceptorgeneasPRGsystem.Inthisexample,PRGreporterandtherapy
gene are placed in virus, which is injected into tail vein of mouse. Virus is deliveredthroughout body by way of bloodstreamand
localizesin liver.Virusthen transfersPRGandtherapygeneto cells. Becauseof commonpromoter,expressionof PRGcorresponds
to expressionof therapy gene. PRGexpressionproceedsthroughtranscriptionto mRNAand then translationto protein product. In
enzyme example with herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase (HSV-1-tk) gene, protein product is HSV-1-TK enzyme.Animal then
receives intravenousinjectionwith the PRP,[18F]fluoroganciclovir,which diffuses into cells. If no gene expression is present, PAP
entersand exitscell and is clearedto bladder.If geneexpressionis present,HSV-1-TKenzymephosphorylates[18F]fluoroganciclovir,
which is retainedin cell. In receptorapproach,[18F]fluoroethylspiperoneis usedas PAPto bindto D2receptor,which is proteinproduct
of PRG.

penciclovir labeled with â€˜8Fin the 8 position (68â€”71)or on
the side chain (72).

In the approach involving the D2 receptor and FESP (73),
the protein is a receptor. In this case, gene expression is
assayed by ligandâ€”receptor interaction, with the accumula
tion of ligand depending on the amount of D2 receptor
produced from gene expression of the PRG. The D2â€”FESP
combination is one in which a single ligand molecule is
bound to a single receptor; no amplifying factor is present,
as in the case of HSV-l-TK.

Experimental results in mice show that the location and
degree of reporter gene expression can be repeatedly imaged

in vivo. HSV-1-tkâ€”FGCVexamples alternate with D2â€”FESP
examples, but in each case the same type of study has
yielded the same type of result.

Figure 13 is a quantitative comparison between in vivo
studies with microPET and autoradiography in the same
mouse by MacLaren et al. (73). Either a control virus
without the D2 PRG (D2â€”)or a virus containing the D2
receptor gene (D2+) was injected. Two days later the D2â€”
animal and the D2+ animal were injected with FESP to
image gene expression with PET. The same animals were
then imaged with autoradiography. Correspondence is excel
lent between the percent injected dose of â€˜8Factivity in the
liver in comparable longitudinal sections recorded with both
imaging techniques. Some activity also appears diffusely
throughout the body and in the gastrointestinal tract and
bladder, which are the routes of elimination of FESP.

Gambhir et al. (68) recently showed that the PRGâ€”probe

approach is quantitative and responds linearly using the
HSV-1-tkâ€”FGCV system. In these studies, microPET mea
sures of gene expression in mice were directly compared
with in vitro measurements of reporter gene expression. The
in vitro measurement consisted of assays of mRNA expres
sion by Northern blot analysis and by direct biochemical
measures of HSV-1-TK enzyme activity in the liver tissue of
mice that underwent in vivo microPET study (68). The
results show a good linear relationship between the in vivo
measure of gene expression with PET and the in vitro

measures of HSV-l -1k mRNA and enzyme concentrations
(Fig. 14) over the range investigated. Correlation was poor
between the amount of virus injected and the amount of
expression measured by any of the approaches (68). The
poor correlation indicates that the external measure of the
amount of virus given is not a good measure of the gene
therapy dose at the tissue site within the target organ. This
finding is common in external drug delivery because of the
plethora of systemic effects on the drug and exemplifies
another important use of PETâ€”to directly assess drug
dosing at the target site within an organ system in vivo. For
the D2â€”FESPPRGâ€”PRP system a good correlation was
found between in vivo PET measured gene expression and
in vitro Scatchard analysis of D2 receptors (73).

Figure 15 shows how microPET could be used to
repeatedly monitor expression of therapeutic angiogenic
genes used for revascularizing ischemic myocardium in rats
and to measure the outcome of restoring capillary perfusion.
In this example, a common promoter is used to drive the
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FIGURE13. MicroPETandautoradiographystudiesofPRGâ€”PRPimagingofgeneexpressioninsamemouse.PRGisD2receptor
and PAP is FESP. (A)MicroPET image of single coronal section through control mouse negative for D2receptor (D2â€”).No significant
retentionof FESPPAP is seen in liver (dashedlines). In animalcarryingdopaminereceptorreportergene (D2+), retentionof FESP
PAP is seen in liver. Images were taken 60 mm after injection of FESP, and studies were performed 2 d after administration of virus.
(B) After imaging with microPET, same animals were imaged with autoradiography. Correspondence is good between PET and
autoradiography images of gene expression. Photograph of section is shown at far nght. Color scales represent quantitative
percentageinjecteddose per gram (%lDIg)of tissue,with red representinghighestvalue.

expression of the PRG and the angiogenic therapy gene,
which are connected through an internal nbosome entry site.
This genetic construct would be injected directly into the
ischemic segment of the heart.

BUILDINGA RELATIONSHIP

Although most molecular imaging probes in nuclear
medicine originated from molecules developed in industry
or the biochemical and pharmaceutical sciences, new relation
ships are being built more formally. These couple the
development and use of diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals
and therapeutic pharmaceuticals in a mutually productive
manner, combining molecular diagnostics and molecular
therapeutics. Academically, the relationships involve nuclear

medicine, biology, and pharmacology; commercially, they
involve the pharmaceutical, radiopharmaceutical, and imag
ing industries. The concept begins in the development and
use of common molecules or close analogs: molecular
imaging probes in low mass amounts to image and measure
the function of the target. Then, the mass of the molecule is
increased to pharmacologic levels to modify the function of
the target. The desired design properties of molecular
imaging probes and drugs are similar; although some
differences exist, as listed in Table 2.

Just as universities have specific resources, so do the
pharmaceutical, radiopharmaceutical, and imaging indus
tries. For example, in several areas todayâ€”automated
chemical synthesis and screening of molecules with specific

FIGURE14. Comparisonofgeneexpres
sion measured in vivo with microPET to
direct in vitro tissue measuresof HSV-1-tk
mRNA and HSV-1-TK enzyme activity. Ae
suIts show excellentcorrelationbetween in
vivo estimates with PET and direct in vitro
measures. GAPDH = reduced glyceralde
hyde-phosphatedehydrogenase.
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Early After
Pre-Therapy Gene Therapy

LateAfter
Gene Therapy FIGURE15. ExampleofuseofmicroPET

to monitorlocationand changein gene
expressionover time and outcomeof gene
therapy. Approach uses angiogenic gene
for revasculanzingischemicmyocardiumin
which therapeutic and reporter genes are
linkedtocommonpromoterthroughinternal
nbosomalentrysite(IRES)andstereotacti
cally injecteddirectly into ischemicmyocar
dium. PET is then used to monitor not only
temporalstatusof geneexpressionbut also
restorationof bloodflowto ischemicmyocar
dium (arrow). Imageof blood flow deficit is
from actualmicroPETI study in rat; remain
ing images are notactual studies but illustra
tionsofapproach.

Reporter Gene
Expression

BlOOdFlow

properties, DNA array technologies, robotics, and informa
tion technologiesâ€”the capabilities of industry far exceed
those of universities. On the other hand, the biology of
disease, animal models of disease and patients still remain
the domain of schools of medicine and colleges of biological
and physical sciences.

Figures 16 and 17 illustrate an approach for combining
the resources of universities and the pharmaceutical industry
to focus on the mammalian biology of disease and develop
diagnostic molecular imaging approaches and therapies. The
pharmaceutical industry can rapidly and automatically syn
thesize thousands of different compounds using such ap
proaches as combinatorial chemistry and can then screen
those into smaller groups of, say, tens of different com
pounds with specific properties (Fig. 16) (74). By merging
the goals and needs of molecular imaging probes and drugs
at the start of this process, molecules can be produced and

TABLE2
Desired Properties of Biological Imaging Probes and Drugs

screened for both purposes. The resultant candidate mol
ecules are the same compound or are analogs of each other.

The molecular imaging probes and drugs are then biologi
cally screened and evaluated using an approach, shown in
Figure 17, that begins with mouse models of human disease
and microPET to evaluate molecular imaging probes and
drugs along with traditional pharmacologic, biochemical,
and behavioral measures. After studies in a small number of
mice, initial studies in patients are performed with the
molecular imaging probes and labeled drugs to assess how
the findings in mice, to a first approximation, compare with
those in patients. When concordance is sufficient, more
detailed experiments are performed in an expanded popula
tion of mice and then in an expanded population of patients.
In this approach, PET characterizes the biology of disease in
vivo in mice and patients; titrates the drug to the disease
target in tissue for more accurate dosing, using a labeled
form of the drug; characterizes the pharmacodynamics and
pharmacokinetics of drugs; and assesses, with molecular imag
ing, the effectiveness of the drug in altering the biological
process of the disease.

This approach provides a novel way for the evaluation of
both drugs and molecular imaging to be brought together to
improve outcomes for both. This paradigm benefits from the
rapid evolution of mouse models of disease using trans
genes, chimeras, and human tissue transplants and focuses
on the biological characteristics of target disease processes
in the in vivo setting, which influences these processes in
many ways that do not exist in cell and tissue cultures.
Performing the same molecular imaging assays in mice and
humans provides a scientific bridge between basic and
clinical scientists. The assays allow, in patients, much of the
biological characterization of disease that is normally lim
ited to the laboratory.
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FIGURE 16. Moleculardesign of pharmaceuticalsmerged with radiopharmaceuticalsusing combinatorialchemistryand
high-throughputscreening.Attopisproteintarget.Atleftisautomatedcombinatorialchemistrytechniqueforrapidlysynthesizing
large numbersof candidatemolecules.Examplebeginswith 3 compoundsthat reactto produce9 productcompounds.These 9 are
then sorted and mixedagain to yield 27 newcompounds.Final numberof compoundsis numberof startingcompounds(B) taken to
nthpower,wheren is numberof mix-and-sortsteps.Forexample,taking3 compoundsthrough10stepsresultsin 59,049compounds.
At right is large numberof candidatecompoundsentennghigh-throughputscreeningto select those with desiredproperties.Screen
containsmolecularand biologicalpropertiesfor selectingappropriatecompounds.Smallernumberof moleculescan then be tested
as drugs or labeledand evaluatedas molecularimagingprobes.Drug and labeledprobecan be same moleculeor analogsof each
other.

ELECTRONIC GENERATORS FOR PET common positron-emittingradioisotopes: @O(2 mm), â€˜3N
RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS (10 mm), 11C(20 mm), and â€˜@F(109 mm). This challenge

Many technical innovations have improved PET and required novel approaches to accelerator technology and chemi

made it practical and available to research programs and cal synthesis.
clinics. Conveniently and cost-effectively labeling com- The largest areas of discovery and innovation in the 20th
pounds with positron radioisotopes has been one of the century have been biology and electronics. Both affect
biggest challenges, in light of the short half-lives of the most nuclear medicine tremendously. As an illustration of this

FIGURE 17. Modelapproachfor discov
ery and evaluation of molecular probes and
drugs. Small number of animal models of
diseaseareevaluatedwithmicroPETand
molecularprobes and with direct biological
assays and behavioralassessments. If re
suitsare positive,smallnumberofstudies is
performedin patientsto assesscorrespon
dence between animal model and humans
(A). In this case, clinical PET scanner is
usedtoperformsameassaysinhumansas
wereperformedwithmicroPETin animals.
If correspondence is reasonable, larger
numbers of animals are studied to better
define propertiesof imaging probe or drug
(B). Larger number of patient studies are
then performed to evaluate approach in
humans with clinical PET (C). This ap
proach could be used for evaluating drugs
or molecularimagingprobes.

AClinicalTrialsDemonstrationProject
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effect, consider miniaturized, self-shielded cyclotrons that
are integrated with automated chemical synthesizer technol
ogy into a system operated by a personal computer (75),
through which a technologist produces PET radiopharmaceu
ticals (Fig. 18). The resulting concept is an â€œelectronic
generatorâ€• for producing PET radiopharmaceuticals. In
many ways, these devices are an electronic version of the
traditional generators based on ion exchange columns and
kits for labeled compound preparations, used in conven
tional nuclear medicine.

The automated chemical synthesizers of these electronic
generators are devices that contain a series of unit chemical
processes, such as solvent and reagent addition, column
separation, and removal and transfer of solutions. These unit
operations can be configured to meet the needs of a
particular type of synthesis (75). This approach is similar to
that used in automated DNA and peptide synthesizers and
combinatorial chemistry. The technologic advances in chemi
cal synthesizers for biology and pharmaceutical develop
ment are a resource for the continual advancement of
automated synthesizers for PET. The commonalities of these
technologies for electronic synthesis of compounds illus
trates another connection between nuclear medicine, biol
ogy, and pharmaceutical sciences.

Electronic generators are operated by a preprogrammed
sequence in the personal computer. The program initiates
bombardment of a microtarget where the positron radioiso
tope is produced, automatically transfers the radioisotope to
the synthesizer for production of the positron-labeled com
pound, and automatically transfers the product to a sterile
patient vial.

These generators have become the core technology for
PET centers and commercial PET radiopharmacies being
built worldwide. Like many electronic devices, the genera

tors have high fixed costs and small variable costs. This
technology can produce PET radiopharmaceuticals in suffi
cient volume to control costs and meet the needs of today's
medical marketplace.

FROMRESEARCHTOCLINICALPRACTICE
Figure 19 illustrates the relationship between a PET

radiopharmacy, a clinical service, and a molecular imaging
laboratory. The PET radiopharmacy provides Food and Drug
Administrationâ€”approved molecular imaging probes to hos
pitals for clinical service, labeled compounds to biological
or pharmaceutical investigators, and positron radioisotopes
to research-based imaging laboratories for the development
of imaging probes. The second and third of these functions
are similar and commercial delivery of â€˜@â€˜C,3H, 32P,and 1251
radioisotopes and labeled compounds to research laborato
ries. The research component of the radiopharmacy in
creases the capacity for developing probes and builds
relationships with the pharmaceutical industry.

Research imaging laboratories combine cell, tissue, and
animal imaging techniques, such as microPET, SPECT,
autoradiography, MRI, CT, and optical imaging, with wet

laboratories. The locations of this type of imaging laboratory
vary. Some are in universities; others are in radiopharmaceu
tical and pharmaceutical companies. The focus of the
programs also varies. Some are directed at the development
of new molecular imaging probes and drugs; others, only at
drug development. MicroPET and human PET permit move
ment between animal models and patients with common
methods of assessment. Successful outcomes in animals are
moved into clinical service, be they radiopharmaceutical or
pharmaceutical. Thus, a novel pathway is provided from
discovery to clinical use.

PET Radiopharmacues
with

â€œElectronicGeneratorsâ€•

@@â€˜PETRadio@haF@fl1aCYmc

:@: FIGURE18. ConceptualizationofPETra
diopharmacies using electronic generators.
Electronic generator is miniaturized self
shielded cyclotron integrated with auto
mated chemical synthesizers into single
systemoperatedbypersonalcomputer.Map
showsNorthAmericanlocationsof these
types of generators for academic programs
and radiopharmacies.(PET Radiopharmacy
Inc. is genericname.)
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FIGURE19. Desiredrelationshipbetween
clinical PET services and research and
development of PET radiopharmaceuticals.
In this model, PET radiopharmacydelivers
Food and Drug Administrationâ€”approved
PET radiopharmaceuticalsto clinics. PET
radiopharmaceuticals and radioisotopes are
delivered to imaging research laboratories.
Imaging research laboratories can have
small-animal imaging modalities such as
PET, MRI, SPECT, CT, autoradiography,
and optical imaging systems and wet labora
toriesfor tissue,cell, andchemicalanalysis.
These laboratoriesare in universities,radio
pharmaceuticalcompanies,or pharmaceu
tical companiesandcan focus on discovery
of molecularimagingprobesor pharmaceu
ticals.Outcomeswouldbe translatedinto
clinical research and, then, clinical practice.

FUSION OF PET AND CT

A new class of imaging technology that fuses 2 technolo
gies is now being developed. These efforts are driven by the
desire to merge anatomically and biologicalally based
information into a single device, procedure, and image.
Although PET and MRI fusion is also being investigated
(76), the main emphasisis on PET and CT, at both the
patient and the small-animal levels.

At the patient level, CT findings are combined with PET

to meet several objectives: first, improvement of PET image
quality through fast, accurate, and low-noise attenuation
correction by CT; second, identification and definition of
biological abnormalities by PET, with display ofthe surround
ing anatomy by CT for improved localization; third, plan
ning of surgery, radiation therapy, and biopsy with CT;
fourth, better definition of the local separation of diseased
tissue, edema, necrosis, and scarring for planning of therapy
and evaluation of its outcome, by combining anatomic and

A

C

.. .@,.-.r--.--...-1 of CT with molecular
@ nonâ€”smallcell lung carcinoma.(B)
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FIGURE20. SystemthatcombinesPET andCT. Imagesare fusedto combine @.@
imagingcapabilityof PET.(A) Coronal,sagittal,and transverseFDG PET imagesof patient
CorrespondingCT images.(C) FusedtransverseFDGPETand CT images.



biological information; and fifth, acquisition of CT-based
diagnostic information.

Prototype systems have been developed by Beyer et al.
(77) and CTI/Siemens (Knoxville, TN), using a dedicated
PET scanner coupled to a CT scanner, and by Patten et al.
(78) and General Electric Medical Systems (Milwaukee,

WI) (Fig. 20), using a dual-head camera with coincidence
detection coupled to a CT scanner. The main philosophic
concepts are either to focus on PET and benefit from the first
4 objectives ouffined in the preceding paragraph, and to
minimize the cost of PET and CT, albeit at a reduction in
performance, or to combine a high-end CT scanner and PET
scanners to maximize performance to merge state-of-the-art

diagnosis from both modalities (the fifth objective) at the
expense of a higher cost, while providing the other benefits.
Both approaches are being developed. Which solution or
whether both will succeed, only time will tell.

The goal in small-animal research is a single device that
produces a 3-dimensional volumetric image fusing anatomic
and biological information. These devices will provide high
throughput, automated analysis of the anatomic localization
of biological imaging probes and labeled drugs and would
screen for biological responses in transgenics, chimeras, cell
transplants, and drug manipulations. The device would also

have a stereotactic injector registered by anatomic coordi
nates for delivering agents and sampling tissue for in vitro
analysis. Image quality would also be improved through CT
attenuation correction and the use of anatomic information
in the PET image reconstruction algorithm. Figure 21 shows
an example of such a device.

CONCLUSION

This is a time of explosive growth and change in biology,
biological technologies, and medicine. Technology and
research in biology are accelerating progress in the emerging
field of molecular medicine to identify the molecular errors
of disease and to develop molecular therapies.

Nuclear medicine is a molecular imaging discipline, using
labeled molecules to show interactions with biological
systems of the body much as the pharmaceutical sciences
use molecules to produce therapeutic interactions. Disease is
a biological process in which molecular errors cause failure
of the normal, well-regulated function of cells. Although
hereditary errors can be identified by sampling any cell of
the body, most diseases occur from alterations within
specific organ systems. Even hereditary errors are expressed
within specific organ systems. Molecular imaging provides

Stereotactic
injector

FIGURE 21. Conceptualizationof combinedsmall-animalCT and PET scannersunderdevelopment.Stereotacticinjectoris
attachedto devicefor localorgan injectionsof cells,viruses,anddrugsand for tissuesamplingfor directbiochemicalanalysis.

Gene expression in liver
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the means to examine individual organ systems for these
molecular errors of disease.

Nuclear medicine, biology, and the pharmaceutical sci

ences are joining to build molecules that measure and image
biological functions within organ systems and act as drugs to
treat disease. Together, these disciplines will accelerate and
improve the discovery, approval, and clinical application
processes of each. In vivo microimaging laboratories that
study the integrative mammalian biology of disease will
benefit from biology's use of genetically engineered rodents
to study the transformation from normal cells to diseased
cells. Biologists will benefit from easier movement from
isolated molecular, cellular, and tissue settings to an in vivo
setting, where functions are directed and constrained by the
requirements of organ systems and whole organisms. Patient
care will profit from more direct links between nuclear
medicine and pharmaceutical sciences in the areas of
molecular diagnostics and molecular therapeutics. The suc
cess of this endeavor will require a shared vision between

the academic and commercial sectors that encompasses their
differing perspectives. The result will be a strong foundation
and future for nuclear medicine.
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